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ABSTRACT
This paper propose a ground verification method for
control system of free flying robot with low thrust
force. An air floating test bed is selected as base idea
of the verification. Idea of adjusting the CoG position
of the robot and air floating device managed to
develop light weighted air floating device. The
proposed ground verification method and device were
applied to the free-flying robot called JEM Internal
Ball Camera (Int-Ball). In addition, we propose a
method to verify on-orbit flight by using existing
monitor camera inside JEM, without requiring any
extension. As a result of comparing the flight
trajectory on the ground and on-orbit, behavior of the
robot is consistent in both case.
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INTRODUCTION

The JEM Internal Ball Camera (Int-Ball) was
launched to the International Space Station, on June
4th, 2017. This robot is currently undergoing a
function check out inside JEM. Fig.1 shows an image
of Int-Ball. Detailed information is provided in [1].
One of the main functions of this robot is 6 axes
control capability from the ground. To realize this
function, Int-Ball is equipped with 12 fans and a selflocalization estimation system (Phenox), as shown in
Fig.2.

Figure 1: Int-Ball inside JEM

Figure 2: 12 fans inside Int-Ball (left) and location
detecting system using a pink Target Marker and
image analysis (right).
For the development of robots having a
locomotive function, the verification of control
systems is essential. Especially for robots developed
for use in space, ground verification is required to
accomplish a mission, and on-orbit evaluation is
required for feedback to design of the next model.
However, since Int-Ball is designed to use inside ISS,
miniaturization design and weak thrust force is
required due to safety constraints. Methods of
verifications for such free-flying robot have yet to be
established. In addition, expanding and installing
extra instruments for on-orbit flight verification
would cost and takes longer time. Meaning that the
method that does not require any expansion should
be considered.
In this paper, we propose the methods of ground
and on-orbit flight verification for a free-flying robot
with low thrust force, such as Int-Ball. An air
floating test bed is selected for ground verification,
and light weighted air floating device was developed
to satisfy the requirements. Image analysis with a
single monitor camera is used for on-orbit flight
verification, which does not require any expansion.
The ground verification results are compared with
on-orbit flight verification to confirm and evaluate
the performance of the proposed ground verification
method. Accuracy and error factors are also
discussed for the proposed on-orbit flight
verification method.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces our proposals for ground verification.
Section 3 explains the method of on-orbit flight
verification. Section 4 describes the ground and onorbit flight verification results in detail, and Section
5 summarizes the conclusions along with the
contribution of this work.

2 GROUND VERIFICATION
2.1 Requirements
In general, small free-flying robots that are
developed for use inside the base of manned
activities, such as the ISS, tend to have a low
thrust propulsion system due to safety constraints.
Int-Ball is no exception to this rule, as each fan
can only generate 1mN of thrust force. As the
mass of Int-Ball is around 1kg, the ground
verification system should be able to detect and
respond to 1mm/s2 of thrust acceleration, to
simulate the dynamics. Tab.1 shows the detailed
requirements for ground verification of Int-Ball’s
control system.
Table 1: Ground verification requirements.
Requirement
Content
Verification time
More than 1 min.
(Converging time of
control system)
Verification disturbance Less than 0.5mm/s2
(Zero-G dynamics sim.)
Degree of Freedom
3 translational axes,
3 rotational axes
Optical Environment
Able to see the
Target Marker for
Phenox
Evaluation accuracy
Less than 0.3mm,
0.2 deg
Damage risks during
No damage during
verification
each evaluation

2.2 Method Decision
Several methods are proposed and used to
simulate the zero-G environment on the ground as
follows:
Free Falling Method: This method simulates the
zero-G environment by using a falling tower or
parabolic flight. The experimental time is limited
due to the mechanism of this method. This
method also requires more preparation time per
experiment, but can simulate the best zero-G
environment compared with the other methods.
Gecko gripper performance was also verified with
this method, as described in [2].
Hybrid Simulator: This method entails
simulation using robotic arms, as described in [3].
The testing robot is attached to a 6 DoF robotic
arm through the 6 axes force and torque sensor.
This sensor detects the thrust force and controls
the robotic arm as if the testing robot were in
zero-G environment. There is no limit on
experimental time in this method, but detecting
precise force less than 1mN is very difficult, due
to sensor specification. And sensor noise makes it
more difficult to simulate the precise and accurate
dynamics of the robot.

Air Floating Test Bed: The testing robot is set on
the air floating device, and a combination of the
robot and this device is set on a flat plane.
Generating air pressure from the air bearing
attached on the device eliminates friction between
the device and the plane, and can simulate the
zero-G environment on 2 translational axes and 1
rotational axis. This method is used in [4], [5] and
[6]. Inclination of the flat plane causes external
force and verification disturbance, but this could
be tuned to less than 0.5mm/s2. However, the
mass of the device causes extra thrust force
requirement to the robot.
Gravity Offset Method: The testing robot is
suspended by wire, with the counter mass being
set at the opposite end of the wire. This method is
sometimes used in combination with a hybrid
simulator or air floating test bed. The result is
effected by the natural frequency of the wire and
pendulum.
Waterborne Method: This method simulates the
zero-G environment by neutralizing gravity and
buoyancy as described in [7]. Buoyancy tuning is
very difficult and requires a water screw. This
method also affects the visibility of the Target
Marker, in the case of Int-Ball.
The 5 methods described above are candidates
for the method of ground verification for Int-Ball.
Motion Tracking System, such as Optitrack,
could be used for all of the methods. Tab. 2
compares the results of these methods relative to
their use for Int-Ball ground verification. As
shown, the hybrid simulator and air floating test
bed show the best results. As the air floating test
bed requires pressurizing the tank, this method
has a time limit. However, 1 minute of the time is
long enough for Int-Ball verification, and so we
decided to use the air floating test bed method for
ground verification.

Table 2: Comparison of the methods considering specification of Int-Ball
Free Falling
Hybrid Sim.
Air Floating
Gravity Offset
Time
Less than
Less than 2
No limit
No limit
1min
min
External Acceleration
Good
Bad
Good
Bad
(Zero-G dynamics sim.)
Degree of Freedom
6 DoF
6 DoF
3 DoF
3 DoF
Optical Environment
Good
Good
Good
Good
Evaluation Accuracy
High
Not high
High
Not high
Damaging risk
Risk
No risk
No risk
No risk
existing

Waterborne
No limit
Bad
6 DoF
Bad
Not high
Risk existing

2.3 Development of the Device
The air floating test bed method is selected for the
ground verification of Int-Ball. However, extra mass
from the air floating device affects the dynamics of
the robot. Resolving this problem, light weighted air
floating device is required, which satisfy the
requirements listed in Tab.1.

Figure 4: Robot and device without CoG
deviation (left) and with CoG deviation (right)

Figure 3: Light weighted air floating device
Fig.3 shows an image of developed light
weighted air floating device. This device consists of
one plastic bottle, one air-bearing, one valve, and
structural parts. The plastic bottle is used as an air
tank. The bottle can be pressurized up to 7atm and
floating the time last for 2 minutes. Total mass of
developed device is shown in Tab.3, succeeded in
suppressing the mass increase around 25% from the
mass of Int-Ball itself (1kg).
Table 3 : Mass details of the device.
Component
Mass (Total : 250g)
Valve
23g
Air Bearing
54g
Plastic Bottle
32g
Structural Parts
141g

In general, three air bearings are used to
eliminate this external force caused by CoG
deviation, as shown in [6]. However, each air
bearing has 54g of mass, which increases the total
mass and inertia, and thus affecting the dynamics
during verification.
Several methods of eliminating this CoG
deviation could be considered. Setting a counter
mass is the general method used for this purpose,
but because lighter mass is better for verification,
we eliminated CoG deviation by tuning the
positions of Int-Ball CoG and original device
CoG, as shown in Fig.5.

Because the combined CoG of both the robot
and device deviates from the center of the air
bearing, this situation causes external force and
acceleration, as shown in Fig.4.
External force Fd can be described as follows:
(1)
𝐹𝑑 = 𝐹𝑓 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
Where Ff is the force generated by pressurized air
injected from the air bearing, and Ө is the
inclination angle of the robot and device.

Figure 5: Eliminating deviation of CoG by tuning
the position of Int-Ball’s and device’s CoG, in axial
symmetry. Side view (left) and top view (right)
To realize this CoG eliminating method, IntBall and device CoG positions should be known.
This could be calculated from CAD design, but

even a CAD model is not perfect due to
manufacturing and assembling errors. Thus, the
simplified CoG measuring device introduced in
[8] is used for measuring CoG position. Fig.6
shows an image of Int-Ball during CoG
measurement. Fig.7 shows and describes the
mechanism of the measuring device. Int-Ball is
attached to the balancer. When the CoG is not at
the center, balancer rotates as (b) by the gravity.
Attaching the counter mass, adjust the CoG as (c).
When the CoG is adjusted at the center, balancer
does not rotate in any angle as (d). The original
Int-Ball CoG position could be calculated by
position and mass of couter mass.

once, Int-Ball is set and verified in 3 ways as
shown in Fig.9, to verify performance of 6 DoF
control system. Phenox camera is facing
vertically upward during Z, X and Pitch
verification, and horizontal during the other two
cases. This is resolvable by changing the
mounting angle of TM.

Figure 9: 3 configration of ground verification..
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ON-ORBIT FLIGHT
VERIFICATION

3.1 Requirements
Figure 6: Simplified CoG measuring device (left)
and image of Int-Ball during measurement (right).

To verify and evaluate the robot and its control
system during on-orbit flight, external sensors are
required. Since launching the dedicated massive
sensor system is not easy, this verification should
be completed with existing instruments inside ISS.
In addition, this method requires the techniques
that have been established and well known.
This flight verification is also needed to
confirm and evaluate the performance of the
proposed ground verification method in this paper.

3.2 Method Decision
Figure 7: Mechanism of the simplified CoG
measuring device.
CoG position of Int-Ball in body coordinate
could be measured by changing Int-Ball’s attitude.
Fig.8 is the coordinate of Int-Ball, and Tab.4 is
the result of CoG measurement.

Figure 8: Coordinate of Int-Ball.
Table 4: Result of CoG measurement (in mm)
X-Y
Z-X
Y-Z
average
X
+1.47
+1.71
+1.59
Y
-2.26
-2.44
-2.35
Z
+0.15
+0.30
+0.23
Since air floating test bed method can verify 2
axes of translational and 1 axis of rotational at

Considering the requirements, 3 candidates
were proposed, as written in Tab.5.
Table 5: Candidates and concerns.
Method
Concerns
Rulers and protractors Require extra crew tasks.
Accuracy is not good.
Image analysis
Calibrated camera is not
existing in ISS.
Motion tracking
Require extra crew tasks.
system
Markers for the system
affect the dynamics of
Int-Ball.
From these candidates, image analysis is
selected as method of on-orbit flight verification.
Calibration method for the existing camera in ISS
is evaluated at next section.

3.3 Image Analysis using Single Monitor
Camera
XF-305, which is the monitor camera already
existing inside JEM is used for verification of onorbit flight. Since this camera includes zoom

function, not single-focus camera, the internal
parameters are unknown. In addition, this camera
is not fixed and could be moved anywhere inside
ISS by crew, external parameters are also
unknown as well. In general, calibration board is
used to calibrate the camera. Camera takes more
than 2 photos of this board from different position
and attitude, to estimate eleven camera
parameters from position of the known feature
points on board and coordinate values of the
points. However, since this method requires the
calibrating board and extra crew tasks, calibrating
method introduced in [9] is used to calibrate XF
305.
Many instruments are installed inside JEM,
and several points could be candidate of feature
points for calibration. However, most of the
instruments is made to be capable of removal and
installation, feature points should be selected
from instruments or structures that cannot be
moved.
Air lock inside JEM is selected to obtain
enough feature points. Fig.11 shows the input
image and calibration result image from XF-305.
16 points, shown as blue crosses are used as
feature points, including virtual feature points.
This calibration method using virtual feature
points are written in [10]. Orange circle line in
Fig.10 is the estimate position of Air lock in
image. As seen, estimated orange line of Air
lock’s window that does not used as feature
points, is well matched showing camera
parameters are well estimated.
Airlock

Figure 11: CAD model (left) and model used for
shape-based pattern matching (right).

4

EXPERIMENTAL AND
VERIFICATION RESULTS

4.1 Result of Ground Verification
To compare behavior of Int-Ball on ground
and on-orbit, ground model of Int-Ball is used for
ground verification. Method proposed in Section
2 is used for ground verification, and method
described in Section 3 is used for on-orbit flight
verification. Data obtained from these 2 methods
are compared to show that the proposed method
for ground verification can simulate zero-G
environment, even on ground.
Fig.12 is the image of setting during Z-X plane
ground verification. Using proposed air floating
device and its CoG deviation adjustment method,
external force is suppressed to 0.236N, which
satisfies the requirements. Optitrack is used as
motion tracking system, that can obtain position
and attitude data of Int-Ball in 120 fps, and
0.3mm in accuracy. LED is used to adjust optical
environment for location detecting system of IntBall.

Figure 12: Image of setting during Z-X plane
ground verification.

Figure 10: Input image (a) and calibration image
(b) from XF-305..
Shape-based pattern matching method is used
to obtain position and attitude data of Int-Ball
from image of XF-305. Fig.11 is the CAD model
used for shape-based pattern matching.

Fig.13 is the trajectory of the Int-Ball when
+90deg in pitch direction is commanded, and
Fig.14 shows the trajectory of Int-Ball when
+Z100mm is commanded. Blue dots indicate
trajectory of Int-Ball during ground verification,
and red dots indicate trajectory during on-orbit
flight verification in each graph.
Fig.13 shows that Int-Ball managed to change
its attitude as commanded in both cases, and
Fig.14 shows +50mm of deviation in both cases.

Because the commanded and deviated direction
and destination point values are the same as on
ground and on-orbit, this ground verification
method succeeded in verifying and evaluating the
control system of Int-Ball. However, in both cases
of rotational and translational command, IntBall’s velocity were a bit deviated, meaning
simulating dynamics was not perfect. This could
be resolved by developing lighter air floating
device and tuning the CoG position, more
accurately.

Figure 15: Air lock coordinate.

Figure 13: Comparison of the trajectory of Int-Ball
on ground and on-orbit, when pitch +90deg
rotation is commanded.
Figure 16: 6 axes trajectory data from image
analysis.
As seen from graph, image analysis using
single monitor camera managed to estimate the
trajectory of Int-Ball with high accuracy, less than
20mm in position (X-Y plane in Air lock
coordinate) and 3deg in rotation (Y and Z axes in
Air lock coordinate). These accuracy depends on
camera’s sensor size and distance between
camera and object. Since this verification uses
only one monitor camera, Z axis position and X
axis rotation detecting accuracy becomes lower
than the other axes. Sometimes, large dispersion
could be seen, caused by shape-based pattern
matching error from light reflection, as shown in
Fig.17.
Figure 14: Comparison of the trajectory of Int-Ball
on ground and on-orbit, when Z +100mm is
commanded.

4.2 Result of On-Orbit Flight Verification
Trajectory of Int-Ball was obtained during onorbit flight. In this section, origin is set at the
center of Air lock, and coordinate direction is set
as shown in Fig.15.
Fig.16 shows 6 axes of translational and
rotational trajectory of Int-Ball, when +Z 200mm,
-Z 200mm and +X 200mm is commanded. Origin
is set at the center of Air lock. (+Y 200mm, -Y
200mm and +X 200mm in Air lock coordinate.)

Figure 17: Light reflection (left) causes shapebased pattern matching error (right).Black colored
edge does not match the estimated orange line.
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CONCLUSION

This paper proposed methods for ground and
on-orbit verification. Proposed methods are used
for ground and on-orbit verification of the control
system for Int-Ball.
Air floating test bed is selected for ground
verification method. Idea of adjusting the CoG
position of the robot and air floating device managed
to develop light weighted air floating device. We
succeeded in suppressing the mass increase around
25% from the mass of Int-Ball itself. Experimental
results and comparison showed that this method
managed to simulate and verify the control system
of Int-Ball, on ground. Lighter air floating device
and precise CoG tuning enables more accurate
simulation of the dynamics of the robot.
Single monitor camera is used for on-orbit
flight verification of Int-Ball. This method only
uses already existing instruments, without
requiring any extensions, and enables to acquire
the trajectory data in 6 axes during on-orbit flight.
Image analysis of taken video and shape-based
patter matching managed to measure the trajectory
data of Int-Ball, with high accuracy. For further
improvement in accuracy, multiple camera would
be the solution for measuring with higher accuracy
in 6 axes. In addition, shape-based patter matching
accuracy would be higher if appearance design is
considered to use this method.
Proposed methods could be used to any freeflying or exploration robot with low thrust force or
low actuator force.
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